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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this project I have chosen to work with the novel The Assistant by the Jewish-American 
writer Bernard Malamud. The Assistant represents a complex vision on relationships, 
otherness and humanity. 
The time of the novel is imprecise and the story evolves in the multicultural neighbourhood 
where the protagonist arrives to search for a new life. The neighbourhood is a melting pot of 
people from all over the world where being a Jew is regarded as alien. The novel incorporates 
mythical allusions to traditional Jewish and Yiddish1 literature, e.g. the Schlemiel2 figure, 
which overtly could signify the novel’s interest in ethical and cultural themes. These themes 
would, perhaps, exercise readers’ faculty of empathy and raise their conscience about 
humanity and injustice by provoking certain responses in them. It is also of interest to 
examine whether the author wants to emphasise the meaning and symbolism of a particular 
situation to a particular reader: a narratee or implied reader3. 
In recent literary criticism the work of art is understood as a mode of speech or discourse 
where there is a speaker with certain qualities and particular intentions to reach an audience4. 
Meanwhile the narratee is intended to be an ideal reader whom the author has in mind while 
writing his work5, the implied author is an idealistic, a created literary version of the real 
man6. The presence of the implied author is a part of the fiction itself and is brought to life 
through the work of art, playing an important role in affecting the reader7. 
The different elements involved in a narrative form a map where the image of the implied 
author is found. The particular complexity and manner in which those elements are organized 
and interrelated in the work of art can also tell us whether there is an intention from the author 
to include the reader as an active meaning-producer. In this way, the reader is asked to bring 
the novel to a whole by “filling” with her or his own meaning what is left “open” in the book. 
 
                                                 
1
 Yiddish: Language used by Jews in Europe and America, a German dialect with an admixture of Hebrew 
elements and of words borrowed from several modern languages. Oxford: The Chancellor Encyclopedic 
Dictionary. Oxford University Press, 1989. 
2
 Schlemiel: Traditional figure in Jewish folklore and literature. Schøtt-Kristensen, 2006: 142-144 
3
 Narrate: To whom the narrator addresses the discourse. Selden, R. & Widdowson, P, 1993: 49-50 
4
 Abrams, M.H, 1999: 217 
5
 Selden, R. & Widowson, P, 1993: 50 
6
 Abrams, M.H, 1999: 219 
7
 Ibid.: 219 
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1.1 Problem Field and Cardinal Questions 
If the author had in mind an ideal reader, a narratee which would be the right decoder of the 
unspoken behind symbols and symbolic characters in The Assistant, then we may take it as a 
point of departure that the novel is not only intended to cast an observant gaze on reality, but 
also attempts to establish a dialogue and thereby to demand a response, whether individual or 
collective, factual or ideal, from its ideal audience. Rhetorical resources as ambiguity or 
images may be deployed to entertain, provoke and raise consciousness but they can possibly 
also be used by the author as a way to keep a distance from the novel’s characters and actions, 
leaving therefore a margin of freedom for the reader to observe and interpret those in their 
complexity and indeterminacy. The author may thus avoid an explicit intervention in form of 
a definite judgment or a predetermined single-voice plot structure8.  
 
My main interest lies in studying how the author intends to communicate with his narratee; 
the intention behind the implied authorship and the relation between the implied author and 
the narratee. I want to examine the novel in terms of dialogical relations between different 
voices or world-views: between the new America and the old Jewish values, between 
heartless capitalism and fruitless deep-rooted morality. At the same time, I want to consider 
the novel itself as an endeavour to establish a dialogue with the narratee or implied reader. 
My work in this project will thus consist in identifying and analysing the elements and 
resources the author uses in order to reach his intended audience with the aim to affect the 
reader in one way or another, for instance by searching for a change of consciousness in the 
reader or/and by challenging her/his own world-view.  
In order to conduct my study I have chosen to divide my problem formulation into two main 
cardinal questions: 
 
a) How different narrative elements in The Assistant are articulated in order to engage 
the narratee or implied reader in making sense of the novel and (b) how these 
elements comply with Bakhtin’s concept of dialogism? 
 
 
 
                                                 
8
 Selden, R. & Widdowson, P., 1993: 39 
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2. METHODOLOGY AND METHOD 
In this project I intend to undertake the analysis of the novel The Assistant by deploying three 
main approaches that I will consider as critical worlds9 or critical eyes with which I will enter 
the novel: New Criticism, Reader Oriented criticism and Bakhtin’s concept of the work of 
literature as dialogic. My methodological considerations include how the chosen theory or 
critical worlds and the method used in the analysis are related to each other. 
 
Methodology points towards epistemology: the conception of reality we adopt to understand 
and to gain knowledge from what surrounds us. In this case, I will consider the reality/novel 
as an entity in itself and independent from any extrinsic relation with the author, context or 
audience10. 
However, by analyzing the novel by intrinsic criteria as coherence, correlation of the whole of 
the novel with its parts, etc, I intend to study how rhetorical resources, such as symbols, irony 
or ambiguities are used by the author to engage and affect readers with the themes present in 
his work11. My new critic approach is thus limited and conditioned by the two other 
approaches: Bakhtin’s concept of novel as dialogic entails that the different voices or world-
views present in a novel do not need to resemble that of the author. In this way the openness 
of the work, reflected in its complexity and its multiple world-views12 supplements the new 
criticism’s notion of the work of art as an organic whole where loose ends are finally gathered 
up into an aesthetic unit by the reader13.  
2.1 Theory Review 
2.1.1 New Criticism 
The aim of New Criticism is to practice ahistorical, neutral and close readings of texts. Works 
of art are considered as organic wholes and their analysis should not be concerned with 
historical, social or biographical contexts. The objective of analysis is not to find the meaning 
implicit in a text, but to study how the meaning speaks for itself14. The New Critical method 
consists thus of tracing how different parts of a literary work relate to each other; how the 
                                                 
9
 Lynn, S, 1998: 1 
10
 Abrams, M.H, 1999: 50 
11
 Ibid: 51 
12
 Selden R. & Widowson P., 1993: 38-42 
13: Ibid.: 39-41 
14
 Selden, R. & Widowson, P., 1993: 15 
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work’s whole relates to its parts and vice versa; and how rhetoric resources such as irony and 
ambiguity function and solved in narratives15. 
2.1.2 Wolfgang Iser and the Implied Reader 
For W. Iser the implied reader is the reader whom the text creates for itself and amounts to “a 
network of response-inviting structures”16 that guides him throughout the text and expects 
him to be an active participant in making meaning of the work17. 
The reality of the text can only be established by the reader’s participation and response to it. 
The realization of a work of art occurs when the implied reader follows its response-inviting 
structures and fills what is left open in the text, drawing upon her/his own past experiences 
and judgements. This meaning-making is dialectical: on the one hand it requires the reader to 
adjust his world-view in order to receive and then process alien world-views presented in the 
text. And on the other hand it requires the author to design structures where the reader’s 
response modes are included. When bringing the text to a meaningful whole the implied 
reader connects with the intentions of the text or the implied author18.  
2.1.3 Mikhail Bakhtin and the Dialogical Novel 
Bakhtin’s concept of Heteroglossia19 makes reference to double-voiced discourses, meaning 
that a character in the novel has a double voice: his/her own and that of an author. The 
friction, conflict and interaction between different valid voices in a novel reveal the ultimate 
meaning of the work. This meaning, due to the dialectical and constant interaction between 
author, speaker and reader, is never determined or finite20. The encounter, co-existence and 
interaction between different voices in a novel form its dialogism21. Polyphony22 (multiple 
voices) is the mode in which heteroglossia is present in a novel. In my discussion chapter I 
will try to apply the concept of heteroglossia and dialogism not only to the narrative in The 
Assistant, but also to the interaction between the implied author and implied reader. 
 
                                                 
15
 Lynn, S., 1998: 29-31 
16
 Iser, W., 1997: 197 
17
 Selden, R & Widowson, P., 1993: 55-56 
18
 Iser, W., 1997.: 195-199 
19
 Vice, S., 1997: 49-50 
20
 Ibid.: 47 
21
 Ibid.: 50 
22
 Ibid. 
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Bakhtin traces the concept of Carnival back to the middle Ages23. During Carnival, 
hierarchies are turned upside down24, actors become spectators and vice versa, i.e. their roles 
are inverted25. Thus, the carnivalesque feature refers to the presence of different voices in a 
novel that mock and subvert dominant discourses by introducing alternatives26.  
Bakhtin’s concept of Carnival comprises images and notions of “disparagement and 
debasement; (…) ambivalence: confusion of death with rebirth; change; destructive-creative 
time, etc., Carnivalesque images are basically ambivalent”27. 
  
2.2 Method and Analytical Frame 
My understanding of method is related with how to classify, analyze and draw conclusions on 
the results obtained from a reading of the novel.  
The starting point for my analysis will be a close reading of The Assistant through which I 
will attempt to identify the structure of the novel; localize different parts and find how they 
relate with each other; furthermore elements of irony, ambiguities, symbols and imagery will 
be identified. Secondly, I will study how these elements are employed to resolve the conflicts 
that emerge from the novel. As a way to systematize the analysis I will be following three 
steps or operational questions mentioned in Steven Lynn’s book Texts and Contexts28:  
 
a) What complexities (or tensions, or ironies or paradoxes, oppositions, etc) can we find in the work? 
 
b) What idea unifies the work, resolving the ambiguities or complexities? 
 
c) What details or images support this resolution (how the parts are connected to the whole?)  
 
 
In order to answer my cardinal questions I will integrate Lynn’s operational questions in my 
analysis of the novel’s narrative (or the novel’s response-inviting structures). The elements 
from the narrative I have included in the analysis are: plot structure, setting, characters and 
their worldviews, the figure of hero, intertextuality and imagery. 
In the Discussion chapter I will use my findings from the analysis to discuss the relation 
between the novel’s narrative, the narratee/implied reader and the implied author. 
                                                 
23
 Todorov, T., 1984: 79. 
24
 Selden, R & Widowson, P., 1993: 40 
25
 Vice, S., 1997: 187 
26
 Cuddon, J.A., 1999: 11 
27
 Ibid.: 79 
28
 Lynn, S, 1998: 30-32. 
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3. SUMMARY – The Assistant 
Morris Bober, the Jewish owner of a humble grocery located in an immigrant neighbourhood 
in America, in the big metropolis of New York during the 1930’s. He witnesses how life and 
opportunities to achieve success and to make profits out of his business pass away. His 
meagre earnings and a merciless future of looming bankruptcy are at odds with the realization 
of the American dream and make Morris Bober look like a born loser.  
Looking back in time, he recalls his childhood and his beloved lost child Ephraim and the 
general failure in his attempts to give to his family something valuable: material wellbeing, 
studies and a successful future for his daughter. 
Even though the only form of success he enjoys is a few poor and not strictly faithful 
customers that attend his grocery, he never desists from running the small and outdated shop. 
And meanwhile facing economically bad times and newcomers competing hard against him, 
he does not stop being honest and persists with his fair trade by rejecting categorically the 
easy ways of cheating his clients. Nor does he compromise the habit of resting from work, 
even though this means a diminishing income and a risk of being outrun by the aggressive 
competitors. All of this leaves him and his family with just enough to make ends meet.  
Shortly after Morris Bober is attacked and seriously injured by two robbers, he receives the 
visit of a stranger who offers himself to work as an assistant in return for food and a roof. 
After Morris convinces Ida, his wife, who is reluctant to host an outsider - a young man and 
not a Jew, the stranger becomes the grocer’s assistant. His name is Frank Alpine, a drifter 
coming from the east coast in search for a better life and the bearer of a guilty conscience for 
being one of the robbers who attacked Morris Bober in the unfortunate hold-up.  
Granted with the role of “assistant”, Frank Alpine enters the little and dark shop as if it were a 
shelter from the wild outer world, an oasis where to soothe his tormented soul. Sceptical at the 
beginning about the grocer’s kindness and passiveness and unable to understand Bober’s 
everlasting suffering and concern for others, Frank goes through a journey of self-realization 
where he redeems his past sins by understanding finally the necessary link between unselfish 
love, suffering and salvation.  
In this journey it is Bober who takes Frank’s hand and leads him all the way through, 
unwittingly though.  
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Morris Bober is the key character that reveals Frank the gate towards spiritual transcendence 
by following the only law that defines Jews in an empty world where concern for the other 
has been cast into oblivion:  
“This (the Law) means to do what is right, to be honest, to be good. This means to other people. Our life is hard 
enough (…). For everybody should be the best, not only for you or me”.29    
 
Spontaneous kindness, respect, patience and love for the other are the qualities that make of 
Morris Bober an unnoticed saint in the heart of Brooklyn, not only for those who can not 
understand the aimless nature of his unconditional goodness, but also for himself, who long 
ago accepted his unpromising fate, keeping no aspirations to become an example for anyone 
to follow.     
We find that the Frank-Bober relationship resembles one that Morris Bober never had with his 
lost son Ephraim. It is diametrically opposed to the relation between the Detective Minogue 
and his son Ward, an incorrigible criminal and the architect behind the hold-up at Morris’ 
grocery. Their relation, plagued with hatred, lack of communication, disaffection and violence 
serves as a harsh contrast to the relation between the grocer and his assistant. 
Helen, Morris Bober’s daughter, appears in Frank’s life as an object of an unreachable desire 
and bounded by her own longing to escape from the reality that has buried one by one all her 
dreams to get a life worth to live and a promising future. Indifferent at first to Frank’s attempt 
to come closer to her, Helen falls gradually in love by projecting reflection of her own dreams 
onto him and thereby turning him into a mirage: a man with aspirations to get a university 
education who wants to achieve something worth in life. Frank’s incapability to control his 
sexual desire for Helen brings their relationship to an end but simultaneously also to the 
beginning of a new experience of unselfish love and enduring suffering by the assistant. 
 
Frank’s journey starts in autumn and finishes in the spring time. At the end of the novel, when 
Morris Bober dies, Frank becomes the new grocer and thus arrives at the beginning of a new 
journey, the one of a new-born man. He gets circumcised and becomes a Jew.  
“I need the experience” 30. Frank says. 
 
                                                 
29
 Malamud, B., 2003: 124 
30Ibid.:54 
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This sentence expresses the inner drive that pushes Frank into the grocer’s universe, not only 
to achieve knowledge as a shop assistant, but knowledge to become a better man, that is a 
better human being. Frank can be seen as a lost child whose steps were misguided in the past 
but who still keeps a blurred intuition of good and a will to become a good person. Experience 
is what he needs to fulfil this longing.  
 
4. ANALYSIS  
4.1 The Assistant’s Narrative 
The plot of The Assistant revolves around the self-realization journey of Frank Alpine. 
Looking closely at the text, we can identify a pyramidal structure31 with a rising action (or 
complication), climax and falling action related primarily to Frank Alpine’s character, who 
impersonates the role of a particular kind of hero pursuing his salvation through becoming a 
grocer/sufferer. Nevertheless, the plot of the novel develops into an interrelated array of 
subplots in which different articulations or world-views can be identified. These different 
world views, represented in the characters of Morris Bober, Helen Bober, Detective 
Minogue, etc., flow along the narrative line of the novel and break up with a classical 
conception of a unified plot where there is a clearly identifiable beginning, middle and end32. 
Instead of finding a unified plot by reading The Assistant, we witness a centrifugal flow of 
events, prospects and thoughts that support, challenge or question the transformation or 
“catharsis” of the protagonist, hindering any judgement on the book’s overall meaning as 
clear and definite.  
The references to books such as Don Quixote, Madame Bovary, Crime and Punishment, The 
Idiot, Ana Karenina and Romeo and Juliet are present along the novel, specifically as 
intertextual indicators of character development in Helen Bober and Frank Alpine. 
In what follows I will analyze some of the elements from The Assistant’s narrative that have 
been introduced above. 
4.1.1 Plot Structure 
In this section I will identify the plot with its events and characters that are arranged and 
interrelated in a particular fashion in order to achieve specific effects on the reader33.  
                                                 
31
 Abrams. M.H., 1999: 227 
32
 Ibid.: 226 
33
 Ibid.: 224-225 
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Looking at The Assistant we observe a constant presence of circularity in the succession of 
events and in the interrelations between its characters. In the novel there is an initial action or 
complication, where Frank and Ward Minogue are assaulting Morris Bober, a climax in 
Frank’s coming back to the grocery and performing both a symbolic role of a lost son and 
betrayer in his relationship with Morris; a turning point of the course of events with Frank’s 
confession of his wrong deeds and his subsequent encounter with Helen where he can not 
repress his sexual desire for her and rapes her. In the falling action34 Frank becomes aware of 
the significance of unselfish love for others in achieving individual salvation.  
Although we can enumerate these elements one after another they are not correlated in a 
linear way. Thus, we are not introduced to Frank “the betrayer” until Frank “the lost son” 
comes back to the neighbourhood, where he becomes the grocer’s assistant, respected by 
Morris and loved by Helen.  
The comforting image of Ephraim coming back in Morris dreams35 goes together with Frank 
coming back to the grocery, weary, hungry and in need for help, in need, perhaps, for a 
fatherly love. In this light, the hold-up episode becomes almost an incidental or superficial 
event rather than the rising action. The encounter between Frank’s immemorial and frustrated 
fight for following the right path, plus the burden of his everlasting feeling of guilty 
conscience and Morris Bober’s sanctity on the other hand are the trigger elements of the story. 
However, this encounter takes place episodically throughout the novel and not in one isolated 
passage or chapter. 
 
Circularity is also a recurrent pattern in the overall structure of the novel. The progress 
towards the resolution of the plot is marked with the changes of seasons. Frank’s struggle to 
transcend himself is tightly intertwined with the struggle of the spring to overcome the 
gloomy winter. Autumn symbolizes fight and struggle for both Morris and Frank. Morris 
struggles to keep the grocery working though he knows it will not bring any successful 
outcome, meanwhile Frank struggles to cope with his guilty conscience and his intention to 
pay back for all the bad he had done. Their actions are still driven by the hopes that 
irremediably will die during winter time. Winter represents falling and decline: During winter 
Frank can not overcome to steal money from the grocer and consider his daughter as a sexual 
                                                 
34
 Ibid.: 227 
35
 Malamud, B., 2003: 13 
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object36; Morris falls ill, incapable to run the shop on his own and Helen feels how “the world 
has shrunk” for her37.  
It is during the spring time when Frank and Helen’s relationship flourishes. Helen falls in love 
with Frank by projecting her dreams of a bright future unattainable for her onto Frank. The 
fundament of their love is a mirage that can not survive for long time. Frank’s raping Helen in 
the park is a tragic episode that nevertheless releases them from a deceptive relation. The 
same goes for Frank’s confession to Morris: By being frank with Morris about his faults leads 
Frank to a conflict with Morris Bober, as a consequence of which Frank has to leave the 
grocery. This conflict is thus marked by a paradox in that while parted, they simultaneously 
get closer to each other on a much deeper, in some way spiritual level. Through his confession 
Frank embarks on a trial long awaited and yearned for since childhood. The trial that would 
lead him through hopelessness to punishment and redemption: 
               “He felt, (…) that hopelessness was his punishment. He had expected that punishment to be drastic, 
swift; instead it came slowly -it never came, yet was there.”38  
  
The winter still remains while the anticipated spring is about to bring up its sprouts of new 
lives: Tessie Fusso, Bober’s tenant, realizes she is pregnant, and Frank enters the last stage of 
his conversion. It is only right after Morris Bober dies as a result of pneumonia (an effect of 
winter), the cold retreats, giving place to spring and summer. Before dying, Morris begs in 
dreams Ephraim to stay alive39. Frank becomes then the new grocer in the story, thereby 
obeying Morris’ pleads to his son to stay though those were not explicitly intended for him.  
 
Yet, as we read how one more year passes away, how the new grocer follows the same path as 
the old one did, we as readers return to where we started after another circle has been 
completed. Just as Morris did at the beginning of the novel, Frank does the same now when 
he: 
 
“Unlocking the door, (...) let her in. The Polish dame complained he had kept her waiting too long in the cold. 
He sliced a roll for her, wrapped it and rang up three cents”40 
                                                 
36
 Ibid.: 61 
37
 Ibid.: 43 
38
 Ibid.: 184 
39
 Ibid.: 226 
40
 Ibid.: 245 
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4.1.2 Setting  
In a novel or literary work setting is the general locale, historical period of time, conditions 
and social circumstances in which the action of the work takes place41. In the following I will 
identify the novel’s setting with regards to its spatial elements that create the particular 
claustrophobic atmosphere that affects different characters in different ways: liberating for 
Frank, nightmarish for Helen, imprisoning for Morris, etc. 
At first sight the setting resembles America during 30s’ economic depression: the insufficient 
profit of Morris’ grocery due to the lack of customers, most of whom are impoverished; the 
presence of a liquor-shop in Morris’ neighbourhood upon which Helen reflects, pointing out 
how ironically its growing success is immediately related with how underprivileged its 
inhabitants are42; the descriptions of former shops presently converted into low-cost  
apartments for immigrants, are some of the examples43.  
Albeit there are specific historical elements that allow us to place the story within a particular 
historical continuum, the narrative develops in a somewhat historical vacuum thereby shifting 
the focus onto the interrelationship between the characters and the storyline rather than their 
historical context. The neighbourhood, a melting pot of a wide array of cultures and 
nationalities, is depicted as a stagnated and timeless space where life seems to have frozen in 
an everlasting winter. Allusions to rain, cold, snow and darkness are continuously present, 
particularly in those parts where we read about Helen’s life and thoughts:  
 
 “Winter tormented Helen. She ran from it; hid in the house. (..) she revenged herself on December by crossing 
off the calendar all its days. (…) So with a sharp-pointed pencil she scratched out each day while it still lived.”44  
 
The grocery is the ultimate space, the kernel of what in the novel resembles a Chinese box:  
The East, New York, the immigrant neighbourhood, the grocery and Morris Bober’s family. 
The bigger the space is, the more chaos and anonymity it contains. Morris Bober reflects 
while walking in the city and looking for a job:  
  
“America had become too complicated. One man counted for nothing. There were too many stores, depressions, 
anxieties. What had he escaped to here?”45  
                                                 
41
 Abrams. M.H., 1999: 284 
40
 The production and sale of alcohol was forbidden in the US from 1920 to 1933. Cambridge Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary. Cambridge University Press.  
43
 Malamud. B., 2003: 15-16 
44
 Ibid.: 88 
45
 Ibid.: 206 
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In the novel Helen is an insider who longs to cross out the winter from the calendar and 
escape to the ever warm California for building up a life worth to live. Even though she can 
physically leave the grocery every day in order to go to work in the big city, she can not avoid 
feeling imprisoned within its barren walls that invite no bright future prospects. 
 
Frank is an outsider who longs to step into the stagnated space of the grocery just to escape 
from the outer cold world in which he is “always shivering”. The grocery, Morris’ “long dark 
tunnel”, “open grave”, and “death tomb” and Helen’s nightmare46, turns out to be the only 
place on earth where Frank can finally ease his burden of guilty conscience and find a peace 
of mind.  
Morris is an insider, an inhabitant of the neighbourhood and at the same time an outsider 
because of his incapacity to achieve any material success or profit, similar to those of his 
well-off Jewish neighbours like Sam Pearl and Julius Karp.  
4.1.3 Characters: Subplots and worldviews 
Meanwhile Frank represents the role of a hero (or antihero) other characters work as auxiliary, 
whether in a positive or in a negative manner, for his conversion into a Jew. The changes the 
protagonist undergoes are the result of a close interaction with other characters, in particular 
with Morris and Helen. If those were not present as dialogical counterparts, as the ones to 
perform the act of forgiveness, Frank’s old and new guilty conscience would turn into an 
empty pointless suffering: 
“People forgave people- who else? He could explain if she would listen. Explaining was a way of getting close 
to someone you had hurt; as if in hurting them you were giving them a reason to love you”47 
Morris Bober 
Morris Bober works as a foil character48 to Frank. Having the grocer’s ethical commitment 
and spiritual transcendence as a background, we are able to perceive Frank as a winner and 
not as a loser by the end of the book. The grocer’s extreme forgiveness, love and patience are 
the only thing that can appeal to the protagonist’s humanity, thus helping him to recognize 
himself as a sinner searching for redemption.  
                                                 
46
 Ibid.: 193 
47
 Ibid.: 174 
48
 Foil character: “A character in a work who, by sharp contrast, serves to stress and highlight the distinctive 
temperament of the protagonist.” Abrams, M.H., 1999: 225 
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The assistant’s act of humble sacrifice to support Helen’s education and run the grocery 
without asking for anything in return, responds to Morris’ request for his son to stay. As a foil 
character Morris performs the role of a father that Frank needs in order to fulfil the mission, 
that is the father to betray and by whom to be forgiven. Bober’s commitment to the other and 
unconditional love makes of him a saint, impersonating in reality what Frank has always had 
present in his conscience: St Francis of Assisi and his love for the queen poverty49.  
In this light the figure of “assistant” can be read in the novel in two ways: as Frank being the 
grocer’s assistant to keep the shop working, thus materially supporting the Bobers and as 
Morris Bober being Frank’s assistant in his journey towards humanity. 
Apart from the grocer’s significance in Frank’s journey, we also find how Bober’s world-
view comes into conflict with Helen’s. Their relation plagued with pity and sorrow that 
symbolizes a rather regular generational encounter between two different universes: the old 
and the new; the spiritual and the material. In the narrative it works as an alternative sub-story 
running to the main plot. 
Helen Bober 
Helen is a catalyst50-character for Frank and simultaneously a foil-character in relation to her 
father. The frustrated love story between Helen and Frank leads the latter to realize that by 
betraying others he first of all betrays himself. After the rape incident and Helen’s subsequent 
denial of him, Frank is catalysed into a true process of self-reflection. Helen’s disillusion with 
Frank thus breaks the cycle of mutual deception between them and reinscribes the balance in 
their vision of each other.  
Furthermore Helen’s attitude is the counterpoint that breaks with the image of Morris Bober 
as a saint and spiritual winner that gives birth to the new Frank. As a second generation 
immigrant she is split between two different worlds: the one of her parents, where she is a Jew 
with deep convictions and principles and that of materialism and other values of the American 
society. 
 
“She was again aware of a detachment in herself she could not account for”51  
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America has fed her dreams to achieve something worth: education, a career, success both 
material and personal. In her eyes Morris is a loser that has been incapable to achieve 
anything worth during his life and whose only success lies in his capacity to put up with 
adversities and cheaters52. However, Helen’s strong ideals about success and failure in life 
and even experience of love will not save her from being mocked by destiny. 
 
“Loving should come with love”53  
 
She falls in love with Frank by projecting her own dreams onto him. She doesn’t see him as a 
mere assistant, who is both a lost child and a betrayer who persistently imagines her naked at 
the same time as she imagines him as a college student, dressed with fine clothes and 
surrounded by fine people54. Helen’s conflict about choosing to experience real love with a 
gentile and therefore breaking with the tradition of marrying one of her own people is solved 
in a paradox. We discover, ironically, that her love is an illusion and that Frank is not just a 
common gentile but is to become soon a Mitzvah55.  
Helen’s split personality together with her struggle to deal with real love, success, self-
righteousness and failure is other of the subplots present in the novel. 
Detective Minogue and Ward Minogue 
Detective Minogue is Ward Minogue’s father and the responsible for finding the robbers who 
assaulted Morris. The relation between these two characters is violent and blind; their 
dialogue is aborted by wrath and their only encounter in the novel results in the Detective 
swearing to murder Ward if he does not leave the neighbourhood. The reasons behind D. 
Minogue chasing his son thus become the leitmotif of evil and depravation that rules their 
relationship. In his blindness the father is incapable to see that by shedding his own son’s 
blood he perpetuates the violence he seeks to eliminate. 
Both characters are outsiders in the neighbourhood and their relation does not solely represent 
chaos and a degraded form of human relations, but also stands in a stark contrast to Morris-
Frank relationship. Thus Ward and his father are auxiliary elements in the narrative to 
understand the meaning of the relation between the grocer and his assistant where good 
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prevails over evil. Likewise by forgiving Frank for his implication in the hold-up, Morris 
transcends the evil circle of violence, the circle that D. Minogue only seeks to entrench 
further.   
4.1.4 Hero and the Schlemiel Figure 
Schlemiel56 is a recurrent figure in traditional Jewish and Yiddish literature and folklore. It is 
a type of antihero that epitomizes the naïve, often a victim-like loser and believer, fated to be 
a recipient of an ill luck. Schlemiel represents faith in that good always prevails over evil and 
it has been considered as a representation of the Jewish people due to its image of a loser with 
an optimistic faith in a father-like God and His pact with Jews as the chosen people57. Some 
interpretations see Schlemiel not only as an antithesis to the traditional hero figure but also as 
a challenge to the established values and schemes that support the traditional hero figure.58 
Schlemiel’s tragicomic nature and its naivety serve as provocation agents to subvert the order 
of things.59 Schlemiel is in a way a naïve revolutionary, a voice calling to save the world from 
chaos and inhumanity. 
The Morris character parallels with the schlemiel figure. But Morris is a saint only in certain 
respects. The author makes sure to provide us with some lenses through which to observe him 
the way he is. Thus, on the one hand he is a quintessence of moral virtue, whereas on the 
other hand this same virtue makes of him a loser in the material world that in turn burdens his 
daughter Helen and compromises her chances for a successful future. For instance, once 
outside the neighbourhood, searching helplessly for a job, it becomes difficult for the reader 
to understand the heroism and revolutionary spirit behind Morris’ unwillingness to 
compromise some of his ideals in his meeting with the world.  
 
Frank has some of the features of a traditional hero60. The conflict centred on him gets 
resolved when he realizes of the significance of loving and respecting others unconditionally 
through the example of Morris’ extreme goodness and forgiveness. This turning point would 
lead to either success or failure/destruction of a traditional hero, but in the case of Frank we 
can not judge so clearly. The hero’s triumph in The Assistant culminates when Frank takes 
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over Morris’ role as a grocer together with his spiritual and vital legacy with all the ensuing 
hopelessness, suffering and pain this legacy entails. The question remains whether this turn in 
the story (i.e. where to win means to become a loser) challenges the dominant discourse of the 
American dream where losing is not an option. 
4.1.5 Intertextuality 
The allusions to different literary works throughout the novel are closely related with Frank 
and Helen. Being both readers, Helen’s relation with literature is that of fulfilment; she reads 
books to satisfy her hunger for achieving something worth and for improving herself as a 
person. Her attachment to books is almost physical. She considers them as reflections of 
“truth about life”61. Once in love with Frank, she can not help hearing his voice in 
Shakespeare’s plays that haunts the words every time she reads them. Through the act of her 
reading Frank “creeps into her thoughts”62. Don Quixote is the first book mentioned in the 
novel. She holds the book in her arms as a symbolic shield when she encounters her ex 
boyfriend with whom she doesn’t want to talk. Don Quixote is a story of a madman who 
pursues a life according to the ideals of chivalric romance in the everyday world. This novel 
represents an attempt to explore the relations of illusion and reality in the human life63. Helen 
is a quixotic character living in America’s dream myth. 
Frank is introduced to literature by Helen. The “satisfying” books she recommends him are 
Ana Karenina by Leon Tolstoy64, Crime and Punishment by Dostoyevsky65 and Flaubert’s66 
Madame Bovary. Reading these books Frank does not feel any satisfaction or fulfilment. 
What he experiences is on the contrary a revulsion, excitement and even a feeling of 
drunkenness when he becomes gradually aware that these books are not pure fiction, but a 
mirror of his own miseries67. When Frank, repentant of having hurt Helen, is denied to be 
forgiven, he asks her: 
 
“Those books you once gave me to read. (…) Did you understand them yourself?68 
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Reading for these characters in The Assistant is an exercise of meta-awareness, a raise of 
consciousness about one’s self in the case of Frank and misreading in the case of Helen, 
which is a sign of her quixotic, split position between illusion and reality. 
4.1.6 Imagery 
The use of images and symbols in The Assistant is a recurrent pattern in the narrative. The 
neighbourhood ghetto, the mythical allusions to the figure of schlemiel, the season cycles 
intertwined with the events in the plot, etc, are some of them. In this part of the analysis I will 
mention some of the images that I consider particularly meaningful.  
The Macher 
The presence of this character is episodic69. He appears only once in the story but his 
conversation with Morris and his appearance are significantly allegoric. The macher offers 
Morris to burn down the grocery so he can get the money from the insurance company. His 
description as a “scarecrow”, “skinny man in an old hat and dark overcoat” with “red haired 
hands” and “long nose and gaunt throat” corresponds to the one of a devil. He symbolizes 
the temptation to break the “golden rule” of putting always the other before oneself, to suffer 
for the other: 
 
““What do you suffer for, Morris?” Frank said” 
““I suffer for you” Said Morris calmly.70 
 
Morris does not accept the devil’s proposition but attempts to set the grocery on fire himself, 
revealing his weakness. His attempt is aborted by Frank.  
 
Death 
Allusions to death are multiple: grave, tomb, funeral, and cemetery are recurrent images 
usually employed in casual expressions or curses, e.g.: “he cursed him to an early grave”71. 
Meanwhile Morris compares going to the big city looking for job as “going to his grave”72, 
Frank seems to “carry within himself the fresh grave of a recently buried friend”73. The 
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concept of funeral symbolizes gateway and transition: when Ward and Frank discuss whether 
to assault the grocery or not and Ward insists in going ahead, we read: 
 
““It’s your funeral”, he (Frank) said, but it was really his own”74 
 
Frank learns throughout the novel that killing sympathy and concern for the other is equal to 
killing oneself. Thus the hold-up at Morris’ is a gateway for Frank towards degradation and 
killing some part of himself, which is why it is Frank’s funeral and not Ward’s, who might be 
regarded as already beyond redemption. 
During the burial ceremony Frank falls by accident into Morris’ grave. This is the final 
transition episode that leads Frank to becoming the new grocer: 
 
“As they (Ida and Helen) toiled up the stairs they heard the dull cling of the register in the store and knew the 
grocer was the one who had danced on the grocer’s coffin”75 
 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this chapter I will discuss how response-inviting structures in The Assistant are arranged in 
order to engage the implied reader in making sense of the novel. In the second section I will 
discuss how the implied reader comes into a contact with the implied author through 
following these structures.  
I will start off by arguing that the elements from The Assistant’s narrative included in the 
analysis chapter conform to Iser’s definition of response-inviting structures on the one hand, 
and that these structures comply with Bakhtin’s concept of the novel as dialogic on the other.  
My analysis of the narrative has revealed the presence of multiple voices in the novel 
(polyphony) that are in constant interaction with each other (dialogism). This dialogism 
pervades the narrative at two different levels. The first level being the story where characters’ 
voices or world-views coexist and interact with each other; the second level of dialogism lies 
within the relation between the implied author and the narrate or implied reader. 
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Bakhtin’s Dialogism in The Assistant’s Narrative 
On the first level the implied reader is expected to respond or participate in making sense of 
oppositions and conflicts that are left unresolved in the novel: e g. Frank’s journey towards 
conversion; Helen’s conflicting position between dreams and reality; Morris’s wisdom and 
foolishness; the antagonist voices of the world of the grocery (world of fathers) and of the 
outer-world of the big city (America/new world), etc.  
The character’s world-views are independent since they do not converge into a fixed unit of 
meaning. The author remains at the back of the narration meanwhile the narrator travels with 
the characters, giving the reader an insightful picture of their complexity76. The authorial 
judgment is suspended on conflicts and oppositions e.g., in Helen’s split nature and attitude 
towards her father collide with Frank’s: She is the obeying child that has sacrificed her life to 
please her parents but ironically, she is not worth of receiving her father’s legacy. Frank is the 
betrayer, the black sheep that ironically ends up following his “father’s” (Morris’) steps.  
This authorial distance from the characters works as a means to make the reader sympathize 
with the characters77. In this way, Frank’s mistaken actions are not less familiar to the reader 
than Helen’s inner detachment and split nature between what she desires and what she can 
attain. Likewise, Morris’ commitment to the other, patience and forgiveness can not easily be 
judged as pointless, since the implied reader is looking at Morris from the inside. Morris 
Bober does not only suffer, but he “suffers for you”78, i.e. for us and for the reader. When 
questioning Morris statement about his commitment to suffer for the other, the reader is 
compelled to place himself in front of Morris, not above. Thus when we want to question 
Frank’s decision to become a sufferer, he in turn questions Morris: “What do you suffer 
for?”79.  His/our question can only be answered when we as readers position ourselves at the 
same level as the characters, thereby participating in a dialogue with them. A looking down 
attitude assumed by the reader would break with the dialogical nature of the reader-text 
relationship. 
In this way following the response-inviting structures in the novel does not lead simply to a 
plain identification of the reader with the characters or situations portrayed in the novel, but to 
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the reader’s awareness of being himself one of the multiple voices coexisting in The 
Assistant.  
 
In order to connect with the intentions of the text, which in this discussion I identify with the 
implied author, the reader must not try to decipher the ultimate meaning or truth enclosed in 
the text, but to enter the novel with his own voice or world-view as one more participant. It is 
at this stage where we find the second level of dialogism and where the reader’s world-view 
or voice enters into the dialogic relationship with the implied author. 
The Carnivalesque as Common Ground For Implied Reader and 
Implied Author 
Encounter and co-existence of opposed voices are the essence of The Assistant. Their 
existence depends on the existence of other voices, including that of the reader, as opposite 
forces in the novel that depend on each other e.g.: winter brings spring to the neighbourhood; 
Helen’s denial of Frank’s brings him to true repentance and Morris death brings Frank into a 
new life.  
Elements such as recurrent patterns of circularity in the plot structure; ironical turns in the 
fates of the characters, transforming established notions of success, triumph or suffering into 
ambivalent phases of a vital process where, e.g. life needs death to exist; where a criminal as 
Frank Alpine is revealed as a hero and a fool simultaneously, etc., comply with Bakhtin’s 
conception of the carnivalesque.  
As mentioned above, during a carnival roles are inverted 80: kings become peasants and 
peasants are disguised as kings. In The Assistant, fools as Morris are heroes; love is a 
disguised illusion that mocks Helen and the decaying grocery is the only possible place on 
earth to save Frank from self-destruction; by going to a funeral, Frank undergoes his re-birth. 
The subversive spirit in Bakhtin’s concept of Carnival lies in the possibility of debasing 
established values. In fact, Carnival represents a privileged space where to mock freely 
dominant discourses, voices or world-views. The concept of success in which Helen believes 
is challenged by the depiction of the novel’s hero, Frank, as a new born schlemiel who wins 
self-transcendence by becoming a sufferer. The intention behind converting a hero into a 
schlemiel is in a way ironic, but also serves as a challenge and mockery of established images 
of what a hero is and what it means to be heroic. It is only during Carnival when the devil 
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tempts saints to betray their sanctity, revealing in this way their human weaknesses, in the 
same way as in the novel the macher tempts Morris to set the grocery on fire. 
The carnivalesque feature in a novel implies that actors become spectators and vice versa.  
We read how Frank reads books to satisfy Helen; how he gradually realizes how these books 
are mirrors of his own miseries81; his feeling of dizziness and drunkenness while reading is 
the result of reading about himself. Frank is both a spectator and an actor in the novel. By 
reading about other people’s lives, he becomes aware of his own self. Helen loves books, but 
only as external sources of truth, failing to enter the books in terms of developing and 
knowing her self. When Frank asks Helen by the end of the novel if she understood the books 
she gave to him, we know that the answer is that she did not.  
Just as Frank and Helen read their books, the implied reader is also reading about other 
people’s lives and world-views in The Assistant. However, the reader is not a spectator any 
longer when the irony behind Frank’s understanding of Anna Karenina dawns on him: 
 
“Anna Karenina was better; she was more interesting and better in bed”82  
 
The spirit of Carnival in the novel reaches its highest point when the reader realizes that the 
text (implied author) is questioning him and not the other way around:  
 
“What about you, reader…did you understand what this book is about?” 
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